Mix Class
Audio Mixing Course for Beginners
1 on 1 instruction only
6 Weeks Long, 1 class per week ( 3 hours per class / Class # 6 is a 4 hour class )
Cost $975
Our audio mixing course has been by far our most popular course. This course is designed for
people who want to develop their abilities as a mixing engineer. In our one on one class,
students will gain hands-on experience learning the process of taking recorded tracks and
blending them into a finished product using various tools and techniques.
What makes our program diﬀerent?
Many courses are spent online or in a class room. In our program, students are learning in an
actual recording studio, a very popular recording studio that is utilized by local and national
recording artists as well as film and television companies. Most “recording school” programs
cost 3 times the amount of money and are over-crowded with students. Our one-on-one class
allows for a low stress environment and gives the instructor opportunity to personalize
conversations and assignments.

6-Week Course Syllabus
Week 1 - Set up and Workflow
Learn how to set up Pro Tools for mixing
Organizing your session for mixing
Understanding how to use reference mixes
Understanding Gain staging

Week 2 - Equalization and compression
Understand the theory of equalization and compression
Apply theory with practical application of equalization and compression
Learn the various types of equalization and compression used for mixing

Week 3 - Basic Editing
Learn how to achieve tight and clean sounding tracks through editing.
Learning about instrument comping and quantizing
Learn to use automation in your mix
Learn how create and use mix templates

Week 4 - Time based eﬀects
Understanding the benefits of reverb and delay in a mix
Understanding proper routing of time based eﬀects
Learn theory and application of time based eﬀects
Learn how to create depth and width in your mix

Week 5 - Full Mixdown
Set up a mixing session from scratch
Utilize knowledge from previous lessons to mix down song
Learn how to balance your mix
Understand proper mon
Mastering and delivery to digital stores

Week 6 - Student Mixdown ( 4 hour class )
In week six, the student sits down and mixes a full song using all of the knowledge from the
course. The instructor will help guide the student throughout every part of the mix. This mixing
project can be used in the student’s portfolio to demonstrate their skill set and help secure a
position as an assistant engineer in a professional audio facility.

